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Abstract
We argue that we may be able to sort out dark matter models in which electrons are generated
through the annihilation and/or decay of dark matter, by using a fact that the initial energy
spectrum is reflected in the cosmic-ray electron flux observed at the Earth even after propagation
through the galactic magnetic field. To illustrate our idea we focus on three representative initial
spectra: (i)monochromatic (ii)flat and (iii)double-peak ones. We find that those three cases result
in significantly different energy spectra, which may be probed by the Fermi satellite in operation
or an up-coming cosmic-ray detector such as CALET.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of dark matter has been firmly established by numerous observational data,
although we have not yet understood what dark matter is made of. Recent cosmic-ray
measurements aiming for indirect dark matter detection may be providing us with insights
into dark matter.
The PAMELA data [1] showed that the positron fraction starts to deviate from a theoret-
ically expected value for secondary positrons around 10 GeV, and continues to increase up to
about 100GeV. The ATIC collaboration [2] has recently released the data, showing a clear
excess in the total flux of electrons plus positrons peaked around 600−700GeV, in consistent
with the PPB-BETS observation [3]. The excess may be explained by astrophysical sources
like pulsars [4, 5] or microquasars [6], although it is not easy to account for the electron flux
with a sharp drop-off observed by ATIC #1. An alternative explanation is the annihilation
and/or decay of dark matter. Indeed, the exciting PAMELA and ATIC/PPB-BETS data
has stimulated new directions in dark-matter model building [7]. In this letter we take a
step further toward sorting out those dark matter models.
One important constraint on the dark matter models comes from the absence of any
excess in the anti-proton flux [8, 9]. Also, the PAMELA and ATIC/PPB-BETS anomalies
in the electrons and positrons suggest that the initial energy spectrum of the electrons and
positrons should be hard. Those observational evidences suggest that electrons (or muons)
must be directly produced from dark matter, with the hadronic branch being suppressed.
The models proposed so far are broadly divided into two categories concerning how to
suppress the antiproton production. One category is such that the dark matter particle
mainly annihilates or decays into leptons. For instance, the dark matter may be a hidden
U(1)H gauge boson decaying into the standard model particles through a kinetic mixing
with a U(1)B−L gauge boson; the smallness of quark’s quantum number under the U(1)B−L
naturally suppresses the anti-proton production [10]. Perhaps the dark matter particle has
a lepton number [11, 12], or the lepton number as well as a discrete symmetry, which is
responsible for the longevity of dark matter, may be slightly broken altogether [13, 14, 15].
The other category introduces a light particle in the dark sector so that the dark matter
#1 The nearby pulsars may be able to explain the PAMELA data, though [5].
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particle annihilates or decays into the light particles, which then decay into the standard
model particles. If the mass of the light particle is lighter than 1GeV, the hadronic branch
will be suppressed [16]. In addition, the presence of such light particle may enhance the
annihilation rate to account for the relatively large positron production rate suggested by
the PAMELA and ATIC/PPB-BETS data.
Interestingly, the initial energy spectrum of electrons and positrons are quite different
in the above two classes of the dark matter models. Such difference in the initial source
spectrum may persist in the cosmic-ray electron spectrum observed at the Earth. This will
be an important clue to distinguish the dark matter models, since we expect to measure
the energy spectrum more precisely in the near future. For instance, the Fermi satellite [17]
can measure electrons with an energy resolution of about 5% at 20 GeV to 20% at 1000
GeV [18]. There is also a dedicated experiment proposed to measure the electron spectrum,
CALET [19], which is an instrument to observe very high energy electrons and gamma rays
on the Japanese Experiment module Exposure Facility (JEM-EF) of International Space
Station (ISS). The CALET detector has a sensitivity to electrons from 1GeV to 10TeV
with an energy resolution better than a few % for energies greater than 100 GeV. Those
measurements will have much more events than the current ATIC/PPB-BETS data. Thus,
those promising cosmic-ray electron measurements may help us to distinguish different dark
matter models if the ATIC/PPB-BETS excess is indeed due to the dark matter.
In this letter we study the energy spectrum of electrons generated through the annihilation
and/or decay of dark matter, particularly paying attention to differences in the energy
spectra measured at the solar system for different initial energy spectra. To illustrate our
idea we will consider the following initial energy spectra of the electrons: (i) monochromatic
(ii) flat and (iii) double-peak ones. We normalize the production rate of the electrons and
positrons so as to account for the ATIC/PPB-BETS anomaly. As we will see, the three
cases result in quite different energy spectra at the solar system even after long propagation
through the galaxy. We will also discuss whether we can distinguish different dark matter
models in the experiments such as Fermi and CALET. The energy resolution is essential
to identify the origin of the electron and position excess coming from dark matter. While
the discontinuity of the spectrum expected for the monochromatic electron spectrum can be
identified by Fermi, the other spectra (ii) and (iii) are less prominent, which may leave room
for astrophysical explanation since the electron spectrum from supernova remnant will also
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drop significantly with a certain energy cutoff #2. We will however see that the end point
of the distribution will be clearly seen with the resolution of a few %, and that it will be
possible to distinguish the two models (ii) and (iii) at more than 5 σ C.L. for the expected
statistics at CALET.
II. COSMIC-RAY ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM
A. Initial energy spectrum
We consider the following three cases that the initial electron spectrum is given by (i)
monochromatic (ii) flat and (iii) double-peak ones: (see Fig. 1)
(i)
dNe
dE
= δ(E − Emax), (1)
(ii)
dNe
dE
=

 1/(Emax − Emin) for Emin < E < Emax0 otherwise , (2)
(iii)
dNe
dE
=
3
E3max
((
E −
Emax
2
)2
+
E2max
4
)
θ(Emax − E). (3)
Here we have simply normalized the spectrum as
∫
(dNe/dE)dE = 1, since we would like to
focus on the shape of energy spectrum.
The monochromatic line spectrum is realized if a dark matter particle of a mass mX =
Emax annihilates directly into an electron-positron pair. The second and third spectra
are obtained if a heavy dark matter particle X annihilates into a lighter particle Y (with
mX ≫ mY ), which further decays into an electron-positron pair: 2X → 2Y → 2(e
− + e+).
If Y is a scalar field, an electron and a positron are emitted isotropically in the rest frame
of Y , and we obtain a flat distribution (ii) in the rest frame of X ’s. We will approximate
Emin ≃ 0 and Emax ≃ mX in the following analysis. On the other hand, if Y is a massive
gauge boson, the decay distribution may not be spherical. For example, the wino-like dark
matter in a supersymmetric model may annihilate dominantly into a transverse mode of
W [21] #3. The transverse gauge boson decay distribution is proportional to (1 + cos2 θ) in
#2 It was discussed in Ref. [20] whether we can distinguish between dark matter and pulsar origins with
atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes.
#3 This is the case if mX ≫ mW and µ ≫ M2, where mX is the mass of the dark matter, mW the W
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E(i)
(ii)
dN
dE
(iii)
e
FIG. 1: Three different initial energy spectra for electrons, depending on how the electrons are
produced by dark matter.
the rest frame of Y , where θ is an angle between the direction along which Y is boosted and
the electron momentum. In the rest frame of X ’s, we then have a double-peak spectrum like
(iii), where we have already approximated the minimum energy to be 0 as we did for (ii). In
the decaying dark matter scenario, the relation between mX and Emax should be replaced
with mX = 2Emax. We will see below that the three initial spectra exhibit themselves in
the energy spectra at the solar system in a different way.
B. Propagation under the galactic magnetic field
Let us now estimate the energy spectrum of the electrons at the solar system #4. After
being produced from the annihilation or decay of the dark matter, an electron will propagate
through the galactic magnetic field #5. Since the galactic magnetic fields are tangled, the
motion of electrons are described by a diffusion equation. Neglecting the convection and
boson mass, µ the supersymmetric higgsino mass, and M2 the SU(2)L gaugino mass. The amplitude of
the decay into the longitudinal mode is equivalent to the pair annihilation W 3W 3 → G−G+ which is
suppressed proportional to 1/µ2, where G± is the goldstone boson.
#4 Although the antiproton measurement provided a certain constraint on the dark matter models, we do not
take account of the antiprotons in this analysis since they are more sensitive to the diffusion parameters.
#5 The propagation of an electron and a positron can be treated in the same way, and so, we call them
collectively as an “electron” afterwards unless otherwise stated.
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Models δ K0 [kpc
2/Myr] L [kpc]
M2 0.55 0.00595 1
MED 0.70 0.0112 4
M1 0.46 0.0765 15
TABLE I: The diffusion model parameters consistent with the B/C ratio, yielding the minimum,
median and maximal electron fluxes, respectively.
annihilation in the disk, the steady state solution should satisfy
∇ · [K(E,~r)∇fe] +
∂
∂E
[b(E,~r)fe] +Q(E,~r) = 0, (4)
where fe is the electron number density per unit kinetic energy, K(E,~r) a diffusion coeffi-
cient, b(E,~r) the rate of energy loss, and Q(E,~r) a source term of the electrons. We will
neglect the electron mass since the electrons are ultra-relativistic in energies of interest.
The diffusion zone is taken to be a cylinder with half-height L = 1 ∼ 15 kpc and a radius
R = 20 kpc, and the electron number density is assumed to vanish at the boundary. For
simplicity we assume that K and b are constant inside the diffusion zone and given by
K(E) = K0
(
E
E0
)δ
, (5)
b(E) =
E2
E0τE
, (6)
where E0 = 1GeV and τE = 10
16 sec. The values of δ, K0 and L must be chosen in such
a way that the measured B/C ratio is reproduced. In Table I we show three sets of such
parameters, M2, MED and M1, which yield the minimum, median, and maximal flux of
electrons, respectively [22].
The source term depends on the dark matter distribution, and it is given by
Q(E,~r) = q · (ρ(~r))p ·
dNe(E)
dE
(7)
with
q =


1
mXτX
for decay
〈σv〉
2m2X
for annihilation
(8)
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where p equals to 1(2) for the decay (annihilation) of dark matter, dNe/dE is the initial
energy spectrum (1) - (3), ρ(~r) denotes the dark matter distribution in our Galaxy, and τX ,
mX , and 〈σv〉 are the lifetime, mass, annihilation cross section of the dark matter particle
X , respectively. In the following analysis we take the isothermal distribution [23], which is
expressed in terms of the cylinder coordinate, ~r = (r cosφ, r sinφ, z) as
ρ(r, z) = ρ⊙
r2c + r
2
⊙
r2c + (r
2 + z2)
, (9)
with rc = 3.5 kpc, where ρ⊙ = 0.30GeV/cm
3 denotes the local dark matter density, and
r⊙ = 8.5 kpc is the distance of the Sun from the galactic center. We have numerically
checked that our results are not sensitive to the dark matter profile. This is because an
electron of an energy E ∼ 1TeV typically loses most of the energy before it travels 1 kpc
away from the source, and therefore, the dark matter profile around the galactic center does
not change the local electron spectrum significantly.
The analytic solution of Eq. (4) with the cylindrical boundary condition was obtained in
Ref. [24]. The electron number density at the solar system (r⊙ = 8.5 kpc and z⊙ = 0) can
be written as
fe(E) = q ·
τEE0
E2
∫ Emax
E
dE ′
dNe(E
′)
dE ′
g
((
E0
E
)1−δ
−
(
E0
E ′
)1−δ)
, (10)
where we have defined
g(x) =
∞∑
n,m=1
J0
(
ζn
r⊙
R
)
sin
(mπ
2
)
Cnm e
−bnmx, (11)
Cnm =
2
J21 (ζn)π
∫ 1
0
dy1 · y1
∫ pi
−pi
dy2 J0(ζny1) sin
(m
2
(π − y2)
) (
ρ(Ry1,
L
π
y2)
)p
, (12)
bnm =
K0τE
1− δ
(
ζ2n
R2
+
m2π2
4L2
)
. (13)
Here J0 and J1 are the zeroth and first Bessel functions, respectively, and ζn (n = 1, 2, · · · )
denotes the successive zeros of J0(x). We can estimate the electron energy spectrum at the
solar system by substituting the dark matter profile (9) and the initial energy spectrum (1)
- (3).
In Fig. 2 we plot g(x)/g(0) as a function of x in the decaying and annihilating dark
matter scenarios for the M2, MED, and M1 diffusion models. The function g(x) is a green
function, which expresses a contribution to an electron flux from a distant source. We can
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FIG. 2: The function g(x)/g(0) for decaying (solid) and annihilating (dashed) dark matter for the
M2, MED, and M1 models from bottom to top.
see that the difference between the decaying and annihilating dark matter scenarios are
almost negligible in the M2 model. This is because the diffusion zone of the M2 model is
the smallest and only the electrons generated in the neighborhood can reach the Earth. On
the other hand, as the diffusion box becomes larger, the electron tends to travel a longer
distance before arriving at the Earth. In the MED and M1 models, therefore, the form of
g(x) is more sensitive to the source distribution, which results in clear difference between
decaying and annihilating dark matter. Although one may expect that the resultant energy
spectrum would be quite different between decaying and annihilating dark matter scenarios
for the MED and M1 models, actually this is not the case. This is because, as long as we
are concerned with the high-end of the electron flux, it is only g(x) with x ≪ 1 that gives
most contribution to the flux fe. Intuitively speaking, since the electrons lose their energies
quickly, the energetic ones must be generated in the neighborhood of the solar system. This
makes it difficult to discriminate the decaying dark matter scenario from the annihilating
one as far as the electron flux is concerned, since the difference between the two becomes
prominent especially around the galactic center.
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C. Electron plus positron energy spectrum
Let us now estimate the electron spectra at the solar system for different diffusion models
(M2, MED and M1) in the decaying and annihilating dark matter scenarios with the three
different initial energy spectra (i), (ii) and (iii), using the analytic solution of the diffusion
equation given above.
We first show the electron plus positron fluxes (scaled by E3) in Fig. 3 for the de-
caying dark matter scenario, where we have assumed the background flux, Φbg(E) =
3 × 102(E/GeV)−3.2 /(GeVm2 sec str). We adopt the lifetime and mass of the dark mat-
ter X as
τX ≃ 3.3× 10
26 sec and mX = 1400GeV (14)
for the monochromatic spectrum, and
τX ≃ 1.1× 10
26 sec and mX = 1600GeV (15)
for the flat and double-peak ones #6. As can be seen from the figure, the three different initial
spectra are clearly reflected in the electron flux at the solar system, while the dependence on
the diffusion models is rather weak. In particular, the difference between the monochromatic
one (i) and the flat/double-peak ones (ii) and (iii) is significant, while the latter two (ii) and
(iii) look relatively similar. We will come back to this issue in the next section and study if
we can tell the difference between the flat and double-peak spectra based on the expected
precision of future experiments.
To see how the diffusion models affect the electron flux, we show in Fig. 4 the electron
flux for the three diffusion models in the decaying dark matter scenarios with the three
initial spectra. The parameters are the same as before. Note that those features in the
electron fluxes are not sensitive to the diffusion models, especially in the high energy region
(say E & (400 − 500)GeV). In the low energy region, the diffusion modes slightly affect
the electron flux; the M1 and MED models predict a flatter spectrum than that in the M2
model. This opens up a possibility to sort out the dark matter models without suffering an
uncertainty as to the diffusion processes in the galaxy, especially if we focus on the high-end
#6 Those values are chosen for illustration purpose since we are interested in the spectral shape. The
best-fitted values of the mass and lifetime should be slightly different.
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FIG. 3: The electron plus positron fluxes from the decaying dark matter with the three different
initial energy spectra, i.e., (i) monochromatic, (ii) flat, and (iii) double-peak ones, for the M1, MED
and M2 diffusion models, together with the ATIC data [2]. The dark matter signal is represented
by the dotted lines, while the signal plus background is shown as the solid lines.
of the electron flux #7.
Lastly, we show in Fig. 5 the electron spectra in both decaying and annihilating dark
matter for the M2 and M1 diffusion models, where we have set the cross section and the
mass as
〈σv〉 = 0.7× 10−23cm3/sec and mX = 700GeV (16)
#7 In this letter we do not take into consideration the electron spectrum below 400GeV, because there might
be a possible contribution from the nearby pulsars [5], and because the diffusion-model dependence may
not be negligible.
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FIG. 4: The dependence of the electron flux on the diffusion models (M2, MED, and M1) in the
decaying dark matter scenario with the three initial spectra. The dark matter signal is represented
by the dotted lines, while the signal plus background is shown as the solid lines.
for the monochromatic spectrum, and
〈σv〉 = 2.4× 10−23cm3/sec and mX = 800GeV (17)
for the flat and double-peak ones. The mass and lifetime for the decaying dark matter
are same as before. As mentioned in the previous subsection, the electron spectra in the
annihilating dark matter scenario look quite similar to those in the decaying one especially
in the M2 model. Although not shown in the figure, the MED diffusion model is somewhat
between the two models. Also one can more clearly see the difference between the flat and
double-peak spectra in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5: The electron plus positron fluxes from the decaying (solid) and annihilating (dotted) dark
matter with the three different initial energy spectra, i.e., (i) monochromatic, (ii) flat, and (iii)
double-peak ones, for the M2 and M1 diffusion model. The solid and dotted lines are quite similar,
and almost indistinguishable in the M2 model.
III. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AND DARK MATTER MODEL SELECTION
In this section we roughly estimate how much statistics and precision are needed in future
experiments in order to tell one dark matter model from another. Before proceeding further,
however, it will be useful to briefly review the Fermi and CALET experiments.
In the near future, we expect to measure the energy spectrum of the cosmic-ray electrons
more precisely. The Fermi satellite [17] has an 18 silicon-strip tracker and an 8.5X0 thick
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FIG. 6: Schematic side view of the CALET detector (taken from Ref. [19]).
CsI calorimeter #8 with a geometric factor about 5 m2 str and the energy resolution of about
5 − 10% over the energy range between 10 and 300GeV. The central issue is how to select
electrons while suppressing the hadron (mainly proton) contamination. After applying a
set of selections [18], the residual proton contamination is found to be around 3% while
retaining almost 30% of electrons, and the geometric factor for electrons turns out to be
around 0.8m2str(0.6m2str) at 600(800)GeV with an energy resolution of 5% at 20GeV to
20% at 1000GeV.
There is also a dedicated experiment proposed to measure the electron spectrum;
CALET [19] is an instrument to observe very high energy electrons and gamma rays on
JEM-EF of ISS. The CALET detector, developed based on the previous PPB-BETS bal-
loon experiments, aims to measure the cosmic-ray electrons from 1GeV to 10TeV with
an energy resolution better than a few % for energies greater than 100 GeV. The CALET
detector consists of a combination of an imaging calorimeter IMC and a total absorption
calorimeter TASC. (See Fig. 6) The geometric factor for electrons is 0.7m2 str. The IMC can
achieve the precision necessary to measure the starting point of an electro-magnetic shower
and identify the incident particle. The TASC measures the development of electro-magnetic
showers to determine the energy of the incident particle. One of the outstanding features of
#8 X0 denotes the radiation length.
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the CALET detector is that it achieves 32.8X0 (IMC + TASC), which is large enough to get
rid of the proton contamination efficiently even at an electron energy of 10TeV. The energy
resolution is estimated to be 7%/(
√
E/10GeV) [19]. The experiment was recently approved
for a phase A study aiming at launching the detector in 2013 for a 5-year observation.
We have seen from Fig. 3 that the monochromatic initial spectrum results in the electron
flux with a sharp drop-off. Let us study whether we can see such a feature in the energy spec-
trum when measured with the energy resolution of the Fermi and CALET experiments. The
result is shown in Fig. 7, where we have set the dark matter massmX = 600(700)GeV for the
monochromatic(flat) initial spectrum and the cross section 〈σv〉 = 0.8(2.4)× 10−23 cm3/sec.
We have adopted the annihilating dark matter with the MED diffusion model, although
the result is not sensitive to the decay/annihilation nor to the diffusion models (see Figs. 4
and 5). The dotted lines are the original ones corresponding to the monochromatic and
flat initial spectra without smearing, while the solid (long-dashed) lines are obtained after
taking account of the smearing effect based on the expected Fermi (CALET) energy res-
olution. Here we take 10 % energy resolution for Fermi and (7/(
√
E/10GeV) ⊕ 1)% for
CALET, where 1% stands for (unknown) systematic error. We can see that, even with the
accuracy of the Fermi satellite, the sharp edge of the energy spectrum at E = 600GeV is
smeared out, resulting in a smooth transition from 500GeV to 700GeV (solid), which is
less prominent compared to that expected for CALET (long dashed). We expect that the
accuracy of the Fermi satellite is good enough to measure the kinematic structure in the
case of the monochromatic spectrum. In a case of the flat spectrum, however, the expected
spectrum for Fermi is too broad to extract the dark matter mass, which may leave room for
astrophysical interpretations.
Let us now investigate the electron energy distribution for the flat and double peak initial
spectra. From Fig. 7 we expect that CALET can clearly measure the end point of the dark
matter signal. In Fig. 8 we show the expected statistics at CALET for the annihilating dark
matter scenario with the double-peak initial spectrum (iii), using the MED and M2 diffusion
models. We have adopted the dark matter mass mX = 800GeV, and the annihilation cross
section 〈σv〉 = 2.4 × 10−23cm3/sec. Here we assume an exposure of 3 m2 str years, and the
errors take into account only the statistics. To avoid the uncertainty in the diffusion models,
we focus on the flux in the high energy region, i.e., E > 500GeV. Indeed the MED and
M2 diffusion models do not show any difference in the plotted region (the upper solid line
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corresponds to the MED model). From the plot, it is obvious that the sharp end of the
distribution will exclude expected astrophysical sources.
We also show the distribution for the flat source spectrum for mX = 800GeV (short
dashed line). The distribution is normalized so that it is consistent to the double-peak
spectrum at 500GeV by increasing the pair annihilation cross section. Although the distri-
bution is quite similar to the solid line, we find more than 1σ difference over 11 bins between
570GeV and 770GeV.
Note that the double-peak distribution is an unique signature that the parent particle
is a vector. Although the propagation model we take in this paper is rather simple, it is
tempting to estimate the χ2 difference between the two signal profiles quantitatively. For
this purpose, let us define δχ2 as
δχ2 =
∑
i
(φT,i − φflat,i)
2(∆E)2 Ω2
σ2i
, (18)
where φT,i and φflat,i denote the electron flux for the double-peak and the flat source spectra,
respectively, ∆E is the width of the energy bin, Ω is the exposure, σi denotes the standard
deviation, and the summation is taken over the energy bins from 500GeV to 900GeV. Here
we take σ2i = Ni, where Ni is the number of events in an i-th bin.
We have obtained δχ2 ≃ 74.6 when calculated for mX = 800GeV and the flux is nor-
malized so that they are the same at E = 500GeV. If we minimize the δχ2 by varying mX
with the distribution normalized at 500 GeV, we find the minimum value of δχ2 ≃ 31.8 for
mX = 820GeV, corresponding to more than 5σ deviations.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we have estimated the electron energy spectrum at the solar system for
the three different initial energy spectra, dNe/dE, given by (1) - (3), in both decaying and
annihilating dark matter scenarios, varying the diffusion model parameters. We have found
that the difference in the initial spectra are reflected in the electron flux measured at the
Earth even after long propagation through the galaxy. We have explicitly shown that such
behavior is robust against changing diffusion parameters as long as we are concerned with
the electron flux in the high energy region (say E & 400 − 500GeV). This observation
will enable us to sort out dark matter models by precisely measuring the electron energy
15
FIG. 7: The energy spectra for the monochromatic and flat initial spectra before and after taking
account of the energy resolution. The dotted lines are the original ones without smearing; the solid
(long-dashed) lines are obtained after taking account of the smearing effect based on the expected
Fermi (CALET) energy resolution. (The long-dashed and dotted lines are indistinguishable for the
flat initial spectrum.)
spectrum in a future observation such as CALET or the Fermi satellite in operation. We
have also shown that the discontinuity predicted by the monochromatic initial spectrum (i)
can be identified with an energy resolution of Fermi, while the other spectra (ii) and (iii) are
less prominent as the electron spectrum from supernova remnant will also drop significantly
with a certain energy cutoff. Also we have studied if we can distinguish the flat and double-
peak initial spectra, which result in relatively similar energy spectra at the solar system. We
have seen that the end point of the electron spectrum will be clearly seen with the resolution
of about a few % assuming the statistics consistent with the ATIC anomaly, and that it will
be possible to distinguish the two models at more than 5σ C.L. for the expected statistics
at CALET.
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FIG. 8: The binned e−+ e+ flux together with statistical error shown as bars, for the double-peak
initial spectrum with mX = 800 GeV (solid lines). The short-dashed and the long-dashed lines
correspond to the flat initial spectrum with mX = 800 GeV and mX = 820 GeV, respectively. See
the text for details.
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